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arm company wikipedia Jan 07 2021 arm is a british semiconductor and software design company based in cambridge england its primary business is in the design
of arm processors cpus it also designs other chips provides software development tools under the ds 5 realview and keil brands and provides systems and platforms
system on a chip soc infrastructure and software as a holding company it also
ibm blue gene wikipedia Aug 26 2022 blue gene is an ibm project aimed at designing supercomputers that can reach operating speeds in the petaflops pflops
range with low power consumption the project created three generations of supercomputers blue gene l blue gene p and blue gene q during their deployment blue
gene systems often led the top500 and green500 rankings of the
microarchitecture wikipedia Feb 20 2022 the isa is roughly the same as the programming model of a processor as seen by an assembly language programmer or
compiler writer the isa includes the instructions execution model processor registers address and data formats among other things the microarchitecture includes
the constituent parts of the processor and how these interconnect and interoperate to
history of computing hardware 1960s present wikipedia Nov 24 2019 the earliest multi chip microprocessors were the four phase systems al1 in 1969 and garrett
airesearch mp944 in 1970 each using several mos lsi chips on november 15 the powerful supercomputers of the era were at the other end of the computing spectrum
from the microcomputers and they also used integrated circuit technology
ibm power microprocessors wikipedia Oct 28 2022 ibm power microprocessors originally power prior to power10 are designed and sold by ibm for servers and
supercomputers the name power was originally presented as an acronym for performance optimization with enhanced risc the power line of microprocessors has
been used in ibm s rs 6000 as 400 pseries iseries system p
what is a computer definition meaning webopedia May 11 2021 jul 22 2010 what is a computer a computer is a programmable machine the two principal
characteristics of a computer are it responds to a specific set of instructions in a well defined manner and it can execute a prerecorded list of instructions a program
modern computers are electronic and digital the actual machinery wires transistors and circuits are called hardware
integrated circuit wikipedia Apr 29 2020 an integrated circuit or monolithic integrated circuit also referred to as an ic a chip or a microchip is a set of electronic
circuits on one small flat piece or chip of semiconductor material usually silicon large numbers of tiny mosfets metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors
integrate into a small chip this results in circuits that are orders of magnitude
central processing unit wikipedia Nov 05 2020 since microprocessors were first introduced they have almost completely overtaken all other central processing
unit implementation methods the first commercially available microprocessor made in 1971 was the intel 4004 and the first widely used microprocessor made in
1974 was the intel 8080 mainframe and minicomputer manufacturers of the time launched
mips architecture processors wikipedia Jan 19 2022 mips based supercomputers one interesting less common use of the mips architecture is in massive processor
count supercomputers loongson is a family of mips compatible microprocessors designed by the chinese academy of sciences institute of computing technology ict
quantum shaping europe s digital future Mar 17 2019 in october 2022 the eurohpc ju announced the selection of six sites across the eu to host the first european
quantum computers which will be integrated into eurohpc supercomputers these newly acquired quantum computers will be based on purely state of the art
european technology and will be located at sites in czechia germany spain france
hardware oracle Mar 21 2022 easy integration with oracle s public cloud built in oracle cloud infrastructure oci integrations make it easy for organizations to
develop and deploy cloud native applications across oci and customer data centers store data in the public cloud
opteron wikipedia Jul 13 2021 opteron is amd s x86 former server and workstation processor line and was the first processor which supported the amd64
instruction set architecture known generically as x86 64 or amd64 it was released on april 22 2003 with the sledgehammer core k8 and was intended to compete in
the server and workstation markets particularly in the same segment as the intel
xeon wikipedia Apr 22 2022 xeon z i
n zee on is a brand of x86 microprocessors designed manufactured and marketed by intel targeted at the non
consumer workstation server and embedded system markets it was introduced in june 1998 xeon processors are based on the same architecture as regular desktop
grade cpus but have advanced features such as support for ecc memory
mips architecture wikipedia Sep 27 2022 mips is a modular architecture supporting up to four coprocessors cp0 1 2 3 in mips terminology cp0 is the system
control coprocessor an essential part of the processor that is implementation defined in mips i v cp1 is an optional floating point unit fpu and cp2 3 are optional
implementation defined coprocessors mips iii removed cp3 and reused its opcodes
history of programming languages wikipedia Dec 18 2021 the history of programming languages spans from documentation of early mechanical computers to

modern tools for software development early programming languages were highly specialized relying on mathematical notation and similarly obscure syntax
throughout the 20th century research in compiler theory led to the creation of high level programming languages
microprocessor cores and processor technology arm Sep 03 2020 arm is the industry s leading supplier of microprocessor technology offering the widest range
of microprocessor cores to address the performance power and cost requirements for almost all application markets discover the right architecture for your project
here with our entire line of cores explained
top500 wikipedia Sep 22 2019 as of august 2022 all supercomputers on top500 are 64 bit mostly based on cpus using the x86 64 instruction set architecture of
which 384 are intel emt64 based and 101 are amd amd64 based including the top 1 and most systems on top 10 with only one intel based on top 10 the 9th the few
exceptions are all based on risc architectures six supercomputers are
lifestyle daily life news the sydney morning herald Jul 25 2022 the latest lifestyle daily life news tips opinion and advice from the sydney morning herald covering
life and relationships beauty fashion health wellbeing
athlon wikipedia Oct 16 2021 athlon is the brand name applied to a series of x86 compatible microprocessors designed and manufactured by advanced micro
devices amd the original athlon now called athlon classic was the first seventh generation x86 processor and the first desktop processor to reach speeds of one
gigahertz ghz a number of supercomputers have been
computer cluster wikipedia Jun 12 2021 a computer cluster is a set of computers that work together so that they can be viewed as a single system unlike grid
computers computer clusters have each node set to perform the same task controlled and scheduled by software the components of a cluster are usually connected
to each other through fast local area networks with each node computer used as a server
parallel computing wikipedia May 23 2022 parallel computing is a type of computation in which many calculations or processes are carried out simultaneously
large problems can often be divided into smaller ones which can then be solved at the same time there are several different forms of parallel computing bit level
instruction level data and task parallelism parallelism has long been employed in high
multiprocessing definition facts britannica Sep 15 2021 multiprocessing in computing a mode of operation in which two or more processors in a computer
simultaneously process two or more different portions of the same program set of instructions multiprocessing is typically carried out by two or more
microprocessors each of which is in effect a central processing unit cpu on a single tiny chip supercomputers
64 bit computing wikipedia Feb 08 2021 in computer architecture 64 bit integers memory addresses or other data units are those that are 64 bits wide also 64 bit
cpus and alus are those that are based on processor registers address buses or data buses of that size a computer that uses such a processor is a 64 bit computer from
the software perspective 64 bit computing means the use of machine code
what is a supercomputer techtarget May 31 2020 beowulf is an approach to building a supercomputer as a cluster of commodity off the shelf personal computers
interconnected with a local area network technology like ethernet and running programs written for parallel processing the beowulf idea is said to enable the average
university computer science department or small research company
the surprising story of the first microprocessors Mar 29 2020 aug 30 2016 transistors the electronic amplifiers and switches found at the heart of everything from
pocket radios to warehouse size supercomputers were invented in 1947 early devices were of a type called
linux wikipedia Dec 06 2020 linux l i n k s lee nuuks or l n k s lin uuks is an open source unix like operating system based on the linux kernel an
operating system kernel first released on september 17 1991 by linus torvalds linux is typically packaged as a linux distribution distributions include the linux kernel
and supporting system software and libraries many of which are provided
turing award definition winners prize money facts Aug 22 2019 turing award in full a m turing award annual award given by the association for computing
machinery acm a professional computing society founded in 1947 to one or more individuals selected for contributions of a technical nature made to the
computing community the turing award is often referred to as the computer science equivalent of the nobel prize the turing
what is a microprocessor and what are its applications youngwonks Mar 09 2021 oct 01 2019 the availability of low cost low power and small weight computing
capability makes these microprocessors greatly useful in several applications one or more microprocessors are used today in everything from the smallest embedded
systems and handheld devices to the largest mainframes and supercomputers
floating point operations per second flops wikichip Aug 02 2020 sep 19 2021 overview flops are a measure of performance used for comparing the peak
theoretical performance of a core microprocessor or system using floating point operations this unit is often used in the field of high performance computing e g
supercomputers in order to evaluate the peak theoretical performance of various scientific workloads traditionally the
fifth generation computer systems wikipedia Jun 19 2019 the fifth generation computer systems fgcs was a 10 year initiative begun in 1982 by japan s ministry of
international trade and industry miti to create computers using massively parallel computing and logic programming it aimed to create an epoch making computer
with supercomputer like performance and to provide a platform for future developments in artificial
6 types of computers and their purposes minitool Apr 10 2021 nov 17 2022 according to the purpose computer can be divided into 6 types supercomputers
mainframe computers minicomputers mid range computers microcomputers workstation computer and server computer the term microcomputer was introduced
with the advent of systems based on single chip microprocessors in the early days the
power7 wikipedia Aug 14 2021 power7 is a family of superscalar multi core microprocessors based on the power isa 2 06 instruction set architecture released in
2010 that succeeded the power6 and power6 power7 was developed by ibm at several sites including ibm s rochester mn austin tx essex junction vt t j watson
research center ny bromont qc and ibm
global chip shortage and 53b subsidy boosts us manufacturing Jul 01 2020 aug 11 2022 stephen shankland has been a reporter at cnet since 1998 and writes about
processors digital photography ai quantum computing computer science materials science supercomputers drones
what is an embedded system iot agenda Jun 24 2022 embedded system an embedded system is some combination of computer hardware and software either
fixed in capability or programmable that is designed for a specific function or for specific functions within a larger system industrial machines agricultural and
process industry devices automobiles medical equipment cameras household
quantum computing wikipedia Oct 04 2020 quantum computing is a type of computation whose operations can harness the phenomena of quantum mechanics
such as superposition interference and entanglement devices that perform quantum computations are known as quantum computers though current quantum
computers are too small to outperform usual classical computers for practical applications larger
single board computer wikipedia Apr 17 2019 a single board computer sbc is a complete computer built on a single circuit board with microprocessor s memory
input output i o and other features required of a functional computer single board computers are commonly made as demonstration or development systems for
educational systems or for use as embedded computer controllers many types of
ibm announcements Feb 26 2020 the latest news from ibm first enterprise in france to join the ibm quantum network crédit mutuel alliance fédérale via euro
information its technology subsidiary is working with ibm to train teams and explore use cases and a proof of concept in financial services with plans to expand
quantum ecosystem in the country
news electronics weekly Jan 27 2020 pickering electronics has launched electrostatic shielded variants of its high voltage series 104 single in line reed relay family
the optional electrostatic shielding between the switch and the coil to help minimise noise between the coil drive and high voltage circuits according to
cell microprocessor wikipedia May 19 2019 cell is a multi core microprocessor microarchitecture that combines a general purpose powerpc core of modest
performance with streamlined coprocessing elements which greatly accelerate multimedia and vector processing applications as well as many other forms of

dedicated computation it was developed by sony toshiba and ibm an alliance known as sti the
deep thought chess computer wikipedia Jul 21 2019 deep thought was a computer designed to play chess deep thought was initially developed at carnegie mellon
university and later at ibm it was second in the line of chess computers developed by feng hsiung hsu starting with chiptest and culminating in deep blue in addition
to hsu the deep thought team included thomas anantharaman mike browne murray
high performance computing wikipedia Nov 17 2021 traditionally hpc has involved an on premise infrastructure investing in supercomputers or computer
clusters over the last decade cloud computing has grown in popularity for offering computer resources in the commercial sector regardless of their investment
capabilities some characteristics like scalability and containerization also have raised interest in academia
computer systems new jersey institute of technology Dec 26 2019 3 3 vector supercomputers glossary bus a set of wires used to transmit data addresses or control
signals between directly connected components of a computer they are called data address and control busses respectively cpu central processing unit the words
cpu and processor are used interchangeably in this article
biden administration clamps down on china s access to chip Oct 24 2019 oct 07 2022 jack dongarra a computer scientist at the university of tennessee said
some of china s most advanced supercomputers depended on chips made by california based intel or taiwan semiconductor
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